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I will be meeting with Ernie and
our other pastors in Davao from
September 14- to October 1. At
present our goal is to have two
conferences at two locations.

Other pastors are very
interested in what we are doing
and teaching and hope to
participate. This means we would
have 20 –25 in attendance at
each location. For this to occur
our budget is twice that of last
year. (see costs on page 2)
However, considering all we
must, by faith hope for, yet with
practical wisdom, we are also
considering meeting with just
the pastors we are training and
two or three more which would
cut our expenses in half.  This

Pastor Meetings

Evangelistic Meetings

Last year our meetings
resulted in expanding a small
bible study in Pamuhatan to a
church that has 35 in
attendance, property being
donated and at present is in
process of building a new
permanent structure. We
also have a pastor and his
wife who are interested in
serving that fellowship
working alongside Pastor
Bosay who will concentrate
on more tribal bible studies

Davao Update

would allow us to do both
conferences for the cost of
one (the schedule for this year is
on page 2). The pastors we are
working with are committed to
understanding New covenant
Theology as we progress along
with it.

and evangelism expanding the
work. A new study has begun
today in Baganihan  in the
mountains, with 20 people with
the Chieftains permission.
You can follow the history with
pictures at our blog.
We hope for two different
locations  for meetings this
year.  See page two.
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Davao Schedule

I will spend one day and night before I leave for home with Brother
Iluuminado Lontoc. He has offered to meet me at the airport and
travel with him to his home rather than spend the day and night in a
hotel in Manila and then he will take me back to the airport on
Friday, early in the AM. My flight leaves at 7:45 AM. This is very
generous concerning his time because he lives 3 hours( 1.5
depending on traffic which is heavy at times) from the airport in
Manila. But we can share in the things of the Lord while driving
back and forth. I will meet folk from the church he pastors and we
will discuss ministry goals and see how we may work together in
Manila. He and Ernie know each other.
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Sept.      13 – Leave for Manila
     14 – Arrive in Manila 12:30AM and fly to Davao at

4:45AM arrive 6:30 AM
15-17 - Evangelism in Lumondao
     18 - Sunday preach in Buhangin church-Davao
     21 - Pastors Conference-     Hope Mountain    -Davao
     22 - Travel to Cagayan (new church plant)
23-25 - Evangelism- Cagayan
26-28 – Pastors Conference-     Word of Life Camp    
     29 - Back to Davao
     30 – Fly to Manila  - meet with Illuminado

Oct.        1 – Leave Manila 7:45AM  Arr. Home 7:17PM
This schedule is contingent on the funds we are able to raise. If we meet our full
budget this would be the schedule. If we cannot, then we will hope to do both
pastor conferences with half the number of attendees and perhaps be able to
schedule one evangelism location most likely in Cagayan, which gives me the
opportunity to meet the new congregation. We would have done the first pastors
conference for our men at Ernie’s home/church building but he had to move to a
smaller house and the church is meeting in another friend’s home temporarily.
The expenses cover all travel, food, cooks, cooking firewood and housing.
All the above meetings  $2042.00
Larger pastors conference   Mt Hope $850.00
Smaller pastors conference Mt Hope $425.00
Larger pastor’s Conference WOL& evangelism in Cagyan combined $720.00
Smaller conference WOL and evangelism $325.00
Evangelism Meeting  Lumandao (part of Davao) Team of 8- $472.00

So, 2 smaller conferences and evangelism in Cagayan could be done for about
$750.00 plus about 20% ($140.00) for contingency costs in case of inflation
especially for food.
Your prayers and financial help last year have helped us get much done with
little resources. We do believe in the One who is able to do exceedingly beyond
all we can ask or imagine. We are working with indigenous pastors who have
very little support among their (mostly poor) congregations and who usually
cannot find other work. Our commitment is to help to train these men
theologically and practically at no cost to them.


